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Abstract— In recent years, wide variety of research has been done on Text detection and Extraction from Scene images. These
techniques are used for large number of applications like aid for visually impaired people, Document analysis, Vehicle license plate
recognition, etc. Text Extraction plays a major role in finding vital and valuable information from captured image. With rapid
development in Multimedia Technology and growing requirement for information, identification, indexing and retrieval, several
image processing techniques have been developed for extracting text. Each technique has its pros and cons depending on various
conditions like Speed, Accuracy, Complexity, Processing time, etc. Hence, only single method is insufficient for overall text detection
and extraction system. To achieve better performance, it is necessary to combine these techniques. So, we need to have adequate
knowledge of various techniques proposed worldwide. On this background, this article discusses various schemes proposed earlier for
extracting the text from an image. This paper also provides the performance comparison of several existing methods proposed by
researchers in extracting the text from an image.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Text data is particularly interesting, because text describes the contents of an image. Text embedded in images is mainly classified as
Caption/Artificial text and Scene/Natural text [9]. Caption text is laid over the image during editing e.g. score of match whereas Scene
text is actual part of the scene e.g. street signs, name plates. The problem of Text detection in printed document has been focused for
many years and has already reached high recognition rates made it the most successful applications of Compute vision and Machine
learning techniques. However, characters recognition from scene images is still a challenging task due to complex background, nonuniform lighting condition, font size, styles, perspective distortion multilingual environment or blurring effects of natural images and
active subject for many researchers nowadays [6] [9]. Hence, this paper focuses on extraction of text from Scene image. In order to
overcome these problems in scene images, many preprocessing, image enhancement and extraction techniques are proposed and they
are used in particular conditions. So, it is essential to study these techniques for employing simple, robust, high performance and cost
effective system for Scene text recognition. To achieve this goal, current paper surveys most of the image processing techniques used
for text detection and extraction in Scene images. The purpose of the survey is to compare text extraction techniques for selecting
proper technique according to applications and conditions.

II. BACKGROUND
Typically, Text extraction consists of various steps like Preprocessing, Text detection, Localization, Binarization and Thresholding,
Extraction, Enhancement and Recognition. Order may vary according to application and convenience. The methods cited in this paper
are based on morphological operators, wavelet transform, Feature Learning algorithm, artificial
neural network, edge detection algorithm, histogram technique etc.
Earlier methods consider only 2-D image or B&W image but nowadays 3-D or Color images are
also taken into consideration. They used mainly the image datasets such as ICDAR competitions
and Chars 74k for experimentation which is shown in figure 1.Software used for simulation in
most of the researches is MATLAB as it is simple to use and easily available image processing
tool. It has various inbuilt commands for image processing. Also, Mathscript built on MATLAB
can be used on different platforms. Lots of research work has been done to improve accuracy and
performance of text extracting techniques. Recently, researchers have explored approaches that
prove effective for text captured in various configurations, in particular, incidental text in
1: Examples
of Scene
images
complex backgrounds. Such approaches typically stem from advanced machine learning and Figure
optimization
methods,
including
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unsupervised feature learning ,convolutional neural networks (CNN), deformable part-based models (DPMs) , belief propagation and
conditional random fields (CRF) [10] [14].

III. LITERATURE SURVEY
For convenience, we break the system into three stages: 1. Pre-processing stage 2. Processing stage 3. Post processing stage. Preprocessing stage use some enhancement algorithms to eliminate challenges created by noise, blurring effect and uneven lighting
whereas Processing stage includes Text Detection, Extraction, Segmentation and Localization which uses sophisticated methods.
Third stage is Text recognition stage which is applied after processing stage.
A ) IMAGE ENHANCEMENT / PREPROCESSING

Before proceeding to text detection and extraction methods used, we have to first consider Scene image can be mixed with noise like
Salt and pepper noise, Impulse noise etc. or it can be blurred due motion of camera. For that purpose, we should use some image
preprocessing/enhancement Techniques. De-blurring techniques like Lucy Richardson algorithm, Blind de-convolution algorithm,
Wiener de blurring techniques are generally used [17]. Out of them, Wiener filter is selected which is a natural extension of the
inverse filter when noises are present. Figure 2 illustrates how de-blurring is achieved using Wiener filter on MATLAB. From figure,
it is observed that binarization after wiener filtering produces better result which will be effective for further processing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: De-blurring of an image using Wiener filter. (a) Blurred image; (b) Binarized image without filtering; (c) Binarization after De-blurring

Salt and pepper noise is one type of impulse noise which can corrupt the image, where the noisy pixels can take only the maximum
and minimum values in the dynamic range i.e. black dot on white background (pepper) and white dot on black background (salt)
which degrades the text extraction performance of system [19]. Since,
linear filtering techniques are not effective, standard median filter (SMF),
which is a non-linear filter used to remove such noise due to its good denoising power and computational efficiency. However, when noise level is
more than 50%, edge details of the original image will not be preserved by
the median filter
as shown in Figure 3. So, It is recommended that during the filtering
(a)
(restoration) process the edge details have to be preserved without losing
(b)
the high frequency components of the image edges.
Figure 3: Salt and pepper noise removal using Median
filtering.

Sometimes, image is captured in dark or uneven lighting for which Text extraction becomes difficult. So, application of contrast
enhancement is necessary. Histogram Equalization method is mostly used for Contrast enhancement. Figure 4 shows how contrast
enhancement done using Histogram Equalization. Hence, this leads
to overcome Uneven lighting, Blurring and noise degradation
problems which would adversely affect system performance.

Figure 4: Contrast Enhancement using Histogram equalization.
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B) PROCESSING STAGE:
Text Detection

Text Localization

Binarization

Character Recognition

Text tracking

Text

Image/Video

Figure 5: Architecture of Text Detection & recognition System

Text Detection phase takes enhanced image or video frame as input and decides it contains text or not. It also identifies the text regions
in an image whereas Text Localization merges the text regions to formulate the text objects and define the tight bounds around the text
objects. Figure 5 shows Architecture of Processing stage. Text detection, localization and tracking modules are closely related to each
other and it is the most challenging and difficult part of extraction process as it feeds to character recognition system [11].
Text Tracking: This phase is applied to video data only. For the readability purpose, text embedded in the video appears in more than
thirty consecutive frames. This phase exploits temporal occurrences of the same text object in multiple consecutive frames. It can be
used to rectify the results of text detection and localization stage. It is also used to speed up the text extraction process by not applying
the binarization and recognition step to every detected object [11].
Text Binarization: This step is a part of image segmentation, used to segment the text object from the background in the bounded text
objects. The output of text binarization is the binary image, where text pixels and background pixels appear in two different binary
levels like white text on dark background or vice versa. Many times Binarization can be applied before localization step.
For Text Detection, connected component analysis (CCA) and sliding window classification are two widely used methods, and color,
edges, strokes, and texture are typically used as features [10]. CCA which is a graph algorithm, where subsets of connected
components are uniquely labeled based on heuristics about features, i.e. color similarity and spatial layout. The use of statistical
models in CCA significantly improves its adaptivity. In the sliding window classification method, multi-scale image windows that are
classified into positives are further grouped into text regions with morphological operations, CRF [13] or graph methods. For text
localization, color, edge and texture features were conventionally used, and stroke, point, region and character appearance features
have recently been explored [10]. M. Swamy Das et.al [8] provides detail analysis of detection techniques such as Connected
component based, edge based and Texture based method. From this article, it is observed that Texture based method is more efficient
compared to that of the performance obtained with edge based method and connected component based method. But for better
performance it is always advisable to combine this techniques.
C) POST PROCESSING STAGE:
Character Recognition: The last stage is the character recognition. This module converts the binary text object into the ASCII text.
There are various sophisticated tools already developed which are used for recognition like OCR, Snooper text [22] etc. Figure 6
shows how ‘hello’ word wrapped in image gets recognized through Text Extraction process.

hello

Original image
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IV. ANALYSIS
The performance of each algorithm mostly evaluated based on parameters like precision rate, recall rate, average run time etc. The
Precision and recall rates are calculated as
Precision =
=

Recall

=

Where, False positives are the non-text regions in the image and have been detected by the algorithm as text regions and False
negatives are the text regions in the image and have not been detected by the algorithm [8]. Both precision and recall rates are useful
to determine the accuracy of each algorithm in eliminating the non-text regions and locating the correct text regions. Higher accuracy
and Less run time is preferred for any application which requires text extraction from an image. Performance analysis based on such
parameters on some of surveyed papers is given in Table 1 as shown below.
Table 1: Performance Analysis of Text Extraction methods
SR.
NO.

AUTHOR

YEAR

METHOD/S USED

ACCURACY

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Canny edge detector, Fast Stroke
Width Transform (FSWT)

61%
(Precision),
63%
(Recall)

Fast (0.18 sec.) So, it can
be used in real time.
Also used for Multi
Language text detection.

Complex in
Design

Binarization, Connected
Components (CC), Morphological
operations, Canny Edge detection

72.8%
(Precision),
74.2% (Recall)

Independent of Font
Size, Style and
directions.

Trained only for
extracting
Devanagari Text
from image

2013

Wavelet transformation,
Morphological operation, Feature
extraction, Neural Network
classifier

87.0%

Low fragmentation, low
error rate, Tolerance to
noise. Works on Video
frames

2012

Feature learning method with
Orthogonal matching pursuit for
training & sparse coding as a
mapping-function.

83.8%

Less affected by the
categorization of images

2011

CC based Edge-enhanced
Maximally Stable Extremal Regions
(MSER), Stroke width Transform
(SWT)

73%
(Precision),
60%
(Recall)

Simple & efficient, can
be combined with visual
search systems without
further computational
load
Simple, fast and
efficient

1.

Wahyono,
et.al [27]

2015

2.

Hrishav raj,
et.al [7]

2014

3.

C.P. Sumathi
et.al [4]

4.

Ho Vu, et.al
[1]

5.

Huizhong
Chen et.al
[10]

6.

Andrej Ikica,
et.al[20]

2011

Edge profile based detection with
Canny edge map, Heuristic rules

70.9%
(Precision),
55.2%
(Recall)

7.

Huang et.al
[25]

2010

Stroke Map, Connected component
analysis, Harris Corner Detection

90.2%

2009

Combination of CC & region based
approach includes Conditional
Random Field(CRF) model,
Minimum classification error
(MCE) learning, Graph cuts
inference, Minimum spanning tree

67%
(Precision),
71%
(Recall)

8.

186
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Robust to detect and
locate video scene text
with variation of text
size, Good speed

Robust and accurately
Localize texts

Slow and
Complex to
design.
Takes long time
while extracting
feature vectors.
Detection fails
due to excessive
blur and out of
focus as no
preprocessing
Sometimes Non
Text areas get
detected leads to
low accuracy.
Not suitable in
low contrast
background

Takes More
time and
Complex
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9.

Nobuo Ezaki
et.al [18]

2004

10.

Gllavata et.al
[5]

2003

Sobel edge detection,
Otsu binarization, connectedcomponent extraction, rule-based
connected-component selection
Color reduction technique, Edge
detection, and localization of text
regions using projection profile and
geometrical properties

48%
(Precision),
76%
(Recall)
83.9%
(Precision),
88.7%
(Recall)

Easy to design,
Combination of these
methods gives good
overall performance

Low detection
accuracy for
small text in
images

Works well in Grayscale
as well as Color image.

Low quality
images makes
detection
complex.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper covers detail analysis of the text detection, localization and tracking techniques. After comparison study of recent
researches on Text extraction in scene images, it is observed that each proposed method has its own advantages depending on various
conditions which are mentioned before. Some papers have modified the techniques while some invent new techniques. It is necessary
to first preprocess the image before applying Text Extraction algorithms cause it can produce false detection and hence less accuracy.
Accuracy and speed are important factors while considering performance and there is trade-off between two factors. So, keeping this
in mind proper technique should be selected.
Recent methods developed using neural network, Fuzzy logic, DCT, Wavelet transforms are complex but produce good results rather
than conventional methods. Connected component based, Edge detection based methods are comparatively easy to develop but are
less accurate than modern techniques. Hence, to achieve good performance, System needs to be design by combining these techniques
as per user’s requirement.
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